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Abstract: Nowadays the flow of information through social 

media increase rapidly because the publish information never has 
easier than now using different types of platforms that are easily 
obtainable. This process make challenge to whom concern of the 
content shared in the social media. Also the massive amount of 
these information let the job of data scientist more difficult to 
analyze, filters and diagnose of the data and bring meaningful 
results. In this paper we covered the process of the whole stages of 
the ability to gathering, sorted and analyze data from social media 
and methods till now available and purposed the new method 
collecting is to find out the efficacy of Shura Members and how 
the use Social media to represent their thoughts and connect to 
citizens. The aims of this research is to make easy to use gathering 
information and use it in different way for any organization. 

Keywords: Text Mining, Machine Learning, Classification 
techniques 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The technology makes our world like small village that you 
communicate easily with any one on the world or just post 
your opinions, what you thinking and daily life easily by short 
and fast steps in different ways like text, image, live or record 
video and location. What are sharing is our concern maybe its 
sensitive information, fake and any information that rated as 
wrong and not allowed to share. 

Social networking is a measure of how people interact with 
each other. People need to communicate with each other to 
see each other's news. With the development of media 
technology and the invention of the telephone, communicate 
with people has become easier than before. Because every 
social media had its own way and method to communicate 
with others so, people creates accounts in every social media 
service like Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin and Instagram etc. 
Then every social media service tries to be suggested for the 
user friends throw synchronous with the user contact one the 
phone or email or depends on user interests and also can add 
friend manually by accept friend invention or send an 
invention to others you know to create what called relations. 
Next the accounts that user account connected with can shared 
information with each other’s.  
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Finally ends with User accounts with relations to other 
accounts and information shared by the account. This whole 
process creates what we called Social Networks. 

1.1. Motivation  

According to the presence of this huge amount of 
information exchanged every moment in the social networks 
it should be a way to know what is going on and what we have 
to concern on or not to concern in the details of this 
information. 

Many researches founded to monitor the subject of 
information shared by public of specific area and the opinion 
toward event. This can also include consumer feedback of 
some products or brands, disease or tracking disaster and 
prediction of elections. 

In this paper, explain about social media structure and the 
techniques used to gathering information and previous work. 
Next shown the process works and possible benefits of this 
process regarding the society and country. After that present 
the way and scenario of all stages to gathering, stores, analyze 
and final results.  Finally, discuses about the future work in 
the same manner and fields. 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Review Stage 

Many people consider the social media as their source of 
knowledge that might be negative affective when it related to 
their life, health and safety. Everyday thousands of questions 
asked in social media and answers by non-professional users 
thus might leads to negative health consequences by misuse or 
abuse of the medicine.  

Sarker et al studies the posts of users throws the social 
media and monitoring it and shows the results of uses of three 
commonly abused medications AdderallÒ, oxycodone, and 
quetiapine [1].Since there users posted misspell medication 
names this research applied a phonetic spelling generator to 
generate common misspellings. The whole process may be 
grouped into four steps: (1) data collection; (2) annotation; (3) 
classification and (4) analysis. Researcher collected data 
related to the three medication names from Twitter by 
querying the Twitter Streaming API (Application Program 
Interface) which allow real time access to tweets begin 
posted. The collected data from March 2014 to June 2015. 
After collected 119,809 tweets for AdderallÒ, 4082 for 
oxycodone and 4505 for quetiapine. The final annotated 
dataset contained 5799 annotated tweets.  
The results is 869 indicating abuse and 4930 with no 
indication of abuse. 
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Gundecha et al purposed novel web-based tool for 
collecting the attributes of interest associated with a particular 
social media user related to the received information [2]. This 
tool provides a way to combine different attributes available 
at different social. Media sites into a single user profile. 

This tool collects provenance data of more than half a 
billion Twitter users, and more than a billion Facebook 
users. Provenance data of a given Twitter or Facebook user 
is collected from multiple social media sites including 
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Wikipedia, and results from  

Google and Bing search engines. The system is evaluated 
using measures such as provenance availability, provenance 
legitimacy, and retrieval time. The system efficiency by 
retrieval time is approximately equal across all the 
categories, showing the consistency of the system. 
Amusa et al,[3] invents data mining tools to evaluate peoples’ 

sentiments (positive or negative) towards the administration 
of the Federal Government of Nigeria under President 
Muhammadu Buhari . By collecting the sentiments from a 
popular social medial network (Twitter) on various tweets by 
Nigerians with respect to their perceptions about the current 
administration. Among these methodologies, the Naive Bayes 
content classifier has been generally utilized because its 
simplicity as a part of both the preparation and ordering stage. 
In this research paper, they use Naive Bayes classification. 
The Results shows that Naive Bayes simple and proven to be 
very efficient in text mining classifier for a text data in case of 
achieving a good prediction accuracy of the sentiments class 
of about 80% relative to some other complex classifiers. 
Santos, et al, discussed the techniques of proofing the 
effectively of analyzed Twitter trends topic to predict regional 
voting patterns in Brazilian presidential election[4]. The data 
extracted is composed of datasets so must to figure out how to 
manipulate these data to analyses it. as showing there are 10 
cities predicting correct and 4 are wrong so the accuracy is 
60% percent. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD OF SENTIMENT 

ANALYZE FOR SHURA MEMBERS ON TWEETS 

The purpose of the collecting is to find out the efficacy of 
Shura Members and how the use Social media to represent 
their thoughts and connect to citizens. 
First of all, the application will choose the Shura Council 
account in Twitter and then collect all account friends. AS 
expected the Shura members is already friends of the council 
account to follow up the Council news and updates. This done 
association with Twitter API. The collected data will be saved 
in CSV file.  
Once the application run it will prompt to enter the account 
would like to retrieve the account friend’s details and the 

process time is according to the number of friends because the 
Twitter rate limitation.  
First steps is to finding Shura Council Members( Figure1),the 
Shura Council members represents citizen according to the 
state or Wilyat (The state or city in Arabic). Our application 
found the way to identify the Shura Council Members in 
Twitter social network platform instead of searching 
manually. The application will choose the Shura Council 
account in Twitter and then collect all account friends. Shura 
members is already friends of the council account to follow up 

the Council news and updates. The collected data will be 
saved in CSV file.  
Next step is discovery among this information to decide 

whatever is the user is member of Shura Council or not 
dependence on the information provided by the user account 
description, location and tweets. There are 62 Wilyat in 
Sultanate of Oman and it’s already saved in file 
“shuralist.csv” to import it in the application and compare it 

with founded accounts as members for provenance. 
The process in details once the application found the target 
key words, check for Wilyat in description by match the 
Wilyat with the content in description with Wilyat list 
  

 
Figure 1: The Process of sentiment analyse for shura 

members 
After checking the Wilyat, if it’s not pass the process turn to 

location step to determine the member Wilyat if the account 
enable the location option. 
The process done by reading every account tweets that 
already downloaded and After Collect the three categories for 
the user then depends on these cases below continue the 
process and go the to the final step and save the user with 
extracted details in tables. The Three user type is: 
1- Members with Wilyat represent by description.  
2- Members with Wilyat represent by location.  
3- Suspect Members Without Wilyat need extra step. 
The final step is to Save Results in CSV file. 
 This done by function “ final_file ()” that take arguments 

users name , states , Wilyat  , Most Wilyat , Most events , 
Most Hashtages. 

Table 1.  Algorithm for Search for keywords in 
description fields for every account. 
 
For All Fiends in CSV file : 
Check For Keywords in Description Column in the file 
IF success and found target keywords  
For all list Wilyat search for account corresponding one   
Save the account and match Wilyat in Lists 
IF Not Found 
Go to Check Location Function [pass location details to the 
fuction]  
IF match with all list Wilyat 
   Save the account and match Wilyat in Lists 
IF Not Found 
Pass the account to retrieve the tweets to find some details 
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In the second application, the process will use the same data 
downloaded from Shura Council Members but focus on their 
tweets and using different classifier to analyze the tweets. 
It is ability to label or identify each tweets of the Shura 
Council Members by three options [ Positive, Negative, 
neutral] that assign to tweets to presents Shura Members 
Council attitude towards to some events, citizen, society and 
country. 
For classification we use supervise classification method 
Naïve Bayes algorithm.By collecting random tweets from 
several sources and give every tweets label depends on the 
objective of the subject from citizen perspective or Hashtag 
from local events, citizen, country perspective benefits. 

IV. DATASETS 

We collected data of Shura Council Member accounts from 
twitter. The results give us many conclusions depends on the 
interested audience. The final statistical data overcome with 
the application output with data shows in this table below. 

Table 3: Statistical Data Overcome of the Application 

Accounts checked 99 + 1 (Shura Council 
account ) =  100   

Shura Members found 33 

Shura but didn’t belong 

to Oman 
2 

Not Shura related 64 

Total Tweets 49779 

Collected date Tuesday, March 28, 2019 

Total Words 681997 

Total Hashtags 20110 

The chart below Figure 3. shows the frequently words in 
Tweets. This what called Words cloud. 
 

III. MATH 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Words Cloud of Omani Shura Council 
Once focus on the subjects that Shura Council Members its 
usually looking to most Hashtags mentioned in their Tweets. 
The Table and chart below shows the most Hashtags and how 
many times mentioned. Comparing to local events and these 
hashtags it seems the subjects are regular, uninteresting and 
not trend. 

The chart Figure 2 shows the interaction of Shura Members 
with local and social needed as Twitter users issue Hashtag to 
a specific subject to let others to tweet about the same subject 
by mention that Hashtag in their posted Tweets or by Retweet 
any post contains that Hashtag. 
 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This will measure the how the Member care about the local 
events and subjects. If the Tweets contain one or more of 
these words will consider as positive tweets. Among the total 

of 49779 the chart below shows the results of sentiment 
analyzes of Shura Council Members tweets that contain 
Arabic words and not empty otherwise. 
 

 
Figure 1: Interaction of Shura Members with The 

Hashtags 
The Machine learning results accuracy have several steps to 
know the level of success of used algorithm. The application 
used two algorithms: decision tree and Multinomial Naive 
Bayes. After demonstration, the results in website to some of 
Shura Council Members who using Social Media to know if 
the application success to recognize the Members in Twitter 
or not. In the table 4 comparison of the actual Members by 
searching manually by looking in formal list of last electing of 
Shura and results founded by application of predicting the 
accounts of Shura members then download the tweets of that 
profile. 
This Metrics shows the accuracy of algorithm used to 
classifier the data and presents actual data and results data. 
The Metrics find out the performance of the algorithm [6] 
The accuracy = 32 (True Member)+ 64 (True Not Member) / 
99 (Total) = 0.96 = 96 %. 
This about first algorithm but when come to the next process 
of the application that used Multinomial Naive Bayes 
Algorithm to sentiment analyzes of Shura Members Tweets 
deepens on trained sets. To describes the accuracy and 
performance also using Confusion Metrics but this time 
because there are big data it’s calculated by built in method 
with Sklearn library in Python [5]. 
Also we compare the Confusion Metrics of the Classifiers 
Multinomial Naive Bayes and Naive Bayes. To compare the 
accuracy and performance of the two algorithms by apply the 
same input data to both algorithms and divided the sets into 
two sets total is 819 tweets, 80 % of total is for training set so 
its 614 tweets and 20% of the total is for testing set so its 205 
tweets. Then record the perform of each algorithm taking to 
train algorithm and test the results. 
Below Table 5& 6 shows the number of Tweets, accuracy, 
confusion matrix and execution time. The results show that 
Multinomial Naive Bayes is better in accuracy and less 
execution time.  
In Figure 5 shows the Confusion Matrix for the both 
algorithms to know the level of success of used algorithm. 
The application used two algorithms: decision tree and 
Multinomial Naive Bayes.  
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After demonstration, the results in website to some of Shura 
Council Members who using Social Media to know if the 
application success to recognize the Members in Twitter or 
not. In fact, the application found 34 members out 99 
following users of Shura Council Official account and 
download their profiles and tweets. Its possible to check 
manually among the 33 accounts to check whatever is this 
account is actually member of not. 

Table 4: Comparison of the Actual Members of the 
Formal List of Last Electing of Shura 

 

Table 5. Details for Multinomial Naïve Bayes 

Opinion Precision Recall F1-score Support 

Negative 6.68 0.62 0.65 
 Neutral 0.52 0.72 0.6 
 Positive 0.8 0.7 0.75 
 Avg/total 0.69 0.67 0.68 
  

Table 6:- Details for Naïve Bayes Algorithm 

Opinion Precision Recall F1-score Support 

Negative 0.91 0.95 0.93 62 

Neutral 1 0.86 0.93 65 

Positive 0.9 0.97 0.94 78 

Avg/total 0.94 0.93 0.93 205 

FIGURE 4: SENTIMENT ANALYZES OF SHURA COUNCIL 

MEMBERS TWEETS 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

The conclusion getting after fourteen actual Shura Council 
Members participating in the questionnaire that One of them 
not have an account in Twitter and two of them not included in 
the list, so 11 out of 14 the application successful to find them 
in Twitter. But there is one who believe that the data 
inaccurate. About the Idea is satisfy for all kind of responders 
about 65.6% answered its useful and 3.5% said its violation of 
account privacy. 13.1% answered its not useful. Most of the 
responders agree to published this application regally, where 
9.6% not agree. These information’s provide a good support 
for me to continue develop this work in future and use the 
algorithms that results more accurate and try another 
application in Machine learning field. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

Depends on sentiment analysis it can make judgment if the 
Shura Council Member who has been chosen satisfy citizen 
needs in social media by mention their demands or if the 
Shura Council Members gave certain subjects enough discuss 
in the social media. This can be done by more than one factors 
and used classification algorithms like Bernoulli Naive Bayes 
Like account activities per day, most topics, interactive with 
replays, support local Hashtag and mention represented city 
in Tweets, these all could be enough to measure the degree of 
community satisfaction on that Members they represented. 
In general, the results of application sentiment analyses and 
extra questionnaire are the major factors of the judgment. 
Like these studies provide details of the characters in the 
virtual social media world. 
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Figure 5: Confusion matrix, Multinomial Naïve Bayes & 

Naïve Bayes 
 
 

 

 Founding Shura Council Members 

Total 

99 

 Predicted 

  Member Not Member 

Actual 

Member 32 2 

Not Member 1 64 
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